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Objective: Voxel-based morphometry is a
method for detecting group differences in
the density or volume of brain matter. The
authors reviewed the literature on use of
voxel-based morphometry in schizophre-
nia imaging research to examine the capa-
bilities of this method for clearly identify-
ing specific structural differences in
patients with schizophrenia, compared
with healthy subjects. The authors looked
for consistently reported results of relative
deficits in gray and white matter in schizo-
phrenia and evaluated voxel-based mor-
phometry methods in order to propose a
future strategy for using voxel-based mor-
phometry in schizophrenia research.

Method: The authors reviewed all voxel-
based morphometry studies of schizo-
phrenia that were published to May 2004
(15 studies). The studies included a total
of 390 patients with a diagnosis of schizo-
phrenia and 364 healthy volunteers.

Results: Gray and white matter deficits in
patients with schizophrenia, relative to
healthy comparison subjects, were re-
ported in a total of 50 brain regions. Defi-

cits were reported in two of the 50 regions
in more than 50% of the studies and in
nine of the 50 regions in one study only.
The most consistent findings were of rela-
tive deficits in the left superior temporal
gyrus and the left medial temporal lobe.
Use of a smaller smoothing kernel (4–8
mm) led to detection of a greater number
of regions implicated in schizophrenia.

Conclusions: This review implicates the
left superior temporal gyrus and the left
medial temporal lobe as key regions of
structural difference in patients with
schizophrenia, compared to healthy sub-
jects. The diversity of regions reported in
voxel-based morphometry studies is in part
related to the choice of variables in the
automated process, such as smoothing ker-
nel size and linear versus affine transfor-
mation, as well as to differences in patient
groups. Voxel-based morphometry can be
used as an exploratory whole-brain ap-
proach to identify abnormal brain regions
in schizophrenia, which should then be val-
idated by using region-of-interest analyses.

(Am J Psychiatry 2005; 162:2233–2245)

Given the early demonstration of smaller ventricle
size in schizophrenia (1) and the known genetic predispo-
sition to the disorder (2), researchers for the past 25 years
have looked for more specific structural abnormalities in
schizophrenia. Many brain regions have been implicated
in schizophrenia by means of magnetic resonance imag-
ing (MRI) studies; findings have included ventricular en-
largement, total brain volume deficits, and deficits in
brain volume within the frontal, temporal, and parietal re-
gions (3–6). To date, no single region has been consistently
reported to be abnormal.

Several meta-analyses and reviews of brain abnormalities
in schizophrenia have been conducted (7–13). Their find-
ings include larger ventricles, smaller mean cerebral vol-
ume, reversed asymmetry in the superior temporal gyrus,
and smaller volume of the medial temporal lobes in patients
with schizophrenia. In a thorough meta-analysis of studies
of regional brain volumes in schizophrenia, Wright et al. (7)
found that in 58 studies involving a total of 1,588 indepen-
dent patients with schizophrenia, the mean cerebral volume
of the patients was 2% smaller than the mean for the healthy

comparison subjects. Another meta-analysis with more
strict inclusion criteria showed that leftward asymmetry of
the planum temporale (superior temporal gyrus) and the
sylvian fissure was significantly less pronounced in schizo-
phrenia patients than in healthy comparison subjects (9).
Others have focused on more localized morphometric ab-
normalities. For instance, Zakzanis et al. (8) evaluated the
strength and consistency of study findings published be-
tween 1980 and 2000 that reported temporal lobe abnormal-
ities in patients with schizophrenia. They found heterogene-
ity in the findings, with some studies showing abnormal
structure and function and others reporting no difference
between patients and healthy comparison subjects. Other
meta-analyses focused on medial temporal and diencepha-
lic structures have reported a moderate effect size for find-
ings of relative deficits in gray matter (10–13).

Studies reporting structural abnormalities in schizo-
phrenia have included a variety of patient groups that
differ in age at onset, medications received, length of
treatment with medication, symptoms, presence of co-
morbidity, and severity of illness. Because of a possible
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progression of neuropathology during the illness, age and
severity effects could cause variations in brain morphom-
etry over time (14–16). In the following review, we there-
fore distinguish first-episode and chronic patient groups.

In the imaging literature, the most prominent method
used to investigate structural abnormalities is region of in-
terest analysis. Such analyses rely on a priori defined re-
gions of interest and manual outlining or stereological pro-
cedures to obtain volumetric measurements. These user-
dependent methods could contribute a bias to the results
(17, 18). In addition, region of interest analysis tends to fo-
cus on specific hypothesized regions, and findings in unex-

pected or unspecified regions can be overlooked (19). Fi-
nally, manual region of interest techniques are laborious,
which can hinder efficient processing of large cohorts.

Thus, an automated, efficient whole-brain analysis to
detect structural differences would provide a means of
identifying areas of cerebral abnormality in a user-inde-
pendent way. One such method is voxel-based morphom-
etry, which was first reported in a study that used statisti-
cal parametric mapping (20). Voxel-based morphometry
involves a voxel-wise comparison of the probability of the
presence of gray or white brain matter, sometimes de-
scribed as the density or concentration of gray or white

TABLE 1. Technical Specifications of Voxel-Based Morphometry Studies of Schizophrenia Published to May 2004

Study 
Number Study Subjects

Magnetic Resonance 
Imaging (MRI) Scanner Software

1 Marcelis et al., 2003 
(22)

31 schizophrenia patients; 32 
nonpsychotic first-degree relatives; 27 
healthy comparison subjects

1.5-T scanner Brain Activation and Morphological 
Mapping (BAMM) (27); Analysis of 
Functional NeuoroImages (AFNI) 
piecewise linear rescaling

2 Spalletta et al., 
2003 (25)

28 (chronic) schizophrenia patients; 28 
age-, sex-, and education-matched 
healthy comparison subjects

1.5-T scanner Linear transformation to Montreal 
Neurological Institute template; INSECT 
algorithm for white matter class

3 Sigmundsson et al., 
2001 (24)

27 right-handed, chronic schizophrenia 
patients with enduring negative 
symptoms; 27 healthy comparison 
subjects

1.5-T General Electric 
scanner

Nonstatistical parametric mapping 
registration and segmentation (27); 
tissue class program (30)

4 Kubicki et al., 2002 
(18)

16 first-episode schizophrenia patients; 
18 healthy comparison subjects; 16 
first-episode affective psychosis patients

1.5-T General Electric 
scanner

Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM) 99

5 Ananth et al., 2002 
(31)

20 schizophrenia patients; 20 healthy 
comparison subjects

2-T Siemens scanner MATLAB 5.3, SPM 99

6 Job et al., 2002 (32) 34 first-episode schizophrenia patients; 
36 healthy comparison subjects

1.0-T scanner Analyze 7.5.5 program (correction for field 
inhomogeneity); SPM 99

7 Shapleske et al., 
2002 (23)

41 hallucinating schizophrenia patients; 
31 nonhallucinating schizophrenia 
patients; 32 healthy comparison 
subjects

1.5-T General Electric 
scanner 

SPM 99

8 Hulshoff Pol et al., 
2001 (21)

159 patients with schizophrenia or 
schizophreniform disorder; 158 healthy 
comparison subjects

1.5-T Phillips scanner ANIMAL algorithm, personal software

9 Salgado-Pineda et 
al., 2003 (33)

13 right-handed, male, first-episode, 
paranoid, neuroleptic-naive 
schizophrenia patients; 13 healthy 
comparison subjects

1.5-T General Electric 
Signa scanner

SPM 99

10 Paillere-Martinot 
et al., 2001 (34)

20 male chronic schizophrenia patients; 
20 healthy male comparison subjects

1.5-T General Electric 
Signa scanner

 SPM 96

11 Wright et al., 1999 
(35)

42 schizophrenia patients; 52 healthy 
comparison subjects

1.0-T Picker HPQ Vista 
System and 1.5-T 
ANALYZE scanner

SPM

12 Wilke et al., 2001 
(36)

48 schizophrenia patients; 48 age- and 
sex-matched healthy comparison 
subjects

1.5-T GE Signa scanner SPM 99

13 Moorhead et al., 
2004 (37)

25 (14 male, 11 female) schizophrenia 
patients; 29 (13 male, 16 female) 
healthy comparison subjectsa

1.0-T Siemens scanner SPM 99, MATLAB

14 Salgado-Pineda et 
al., 2004 (38)

14 (7 male, 7 female) right-handed 
schizophrenia patients; 14 healthy 
comparison subjects

1.5-T GE Signa scanner SPM 2

15 Hulshoff Pol et al., 
2004 (39)

159 patients with schizophrenia or 
schizophreniform disorder; 158 healthy 
comparison subjects

1.5-T Phillips scanner ANIMAL algorithm, personal software

a Data for subjects with learning disability and subjects with comorbid schizophrenia and learning disability were not included in review.
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matter, between groups of subjects. It is an unbiased ex-
ploration of the whole brain, and it is therefore a useful
initial approach to the analysis of structural images.
Scans are spatially normalized into the same stereotactic
space and segmented into gray matter, white matter, and
CSF compartments. The images are smoothed by using a
smoothing kernel of a selected size, which should be
comparable to the size of the expected regional differ-
ences between the groups of brains (20). The relative
amounts of each tissue class are compared on a voxel-
wise basis between groups. Fifteen studies published to
May 2004 applied this technique to MRI datasets of pa-

tients with schizophrenia. Several groups have adapted
the concepts and steps of these methods, which are based
on statistical parametric mapping, for voxel-based mor-
phometry with other software (21–25). We reviewed the
voxel-based morphometry studies in schizophrenia in
terms of methodological differences and patient popula-
tions to identify the brain regions that are most consis-
tently implicated in the disorder.

Method

Studies were considered for the review by using the following
inclusion criteria: 1) they were published through May 2004 as an
article (rather than a letter or an abstract), 2) they compared a
group of subjects with schizophrenia (either first-episode pa-
tients or chronic patients) and a healthy comparison group, and
3) they utilized voxel-based morphometry analysis of MRI
datasets to investigate differences in whole-brain matter by using
an automated procedure, and they followed the general steps of
normalization, segmentation, smoothing, and statistical analysis
described in the early literature on the method (20, 26). Table 1
lists the articles included in the review and provides information
about the subject groups, software used, voxel-based morphom-
etry process (template used, affine registration, and varying
methods), and smoothing kernel in each study (18, 21–25, 31–39).
For each study, we identified the regions that were reported to be
reduced in patients relative to comparison subjects, in order to
establish which relative deficits are most consistently reported
and whether specific methodological factors contribute to incon-
sistencies in results. We excluded gender effects and comparisons
between additional groups, such as first-degree relatives or sub-
jects with other psychiatric disorders. Therefore, the results in-
cluded in our review represent the statistical comparison of brain
matter volume in patients with that in healthy comparison sub-
jects, regardless of any other comparisons each study might have
reported. Hulshoff Pol et al. reported gray and white matter anal-
yses for the same cohort in separate manuscripts (21, 39), and
these results were combined for presentation in Figure 1. Voxel-
based morphometry data are variously referred to as density, con-
centration, or volume. For ease of description, we will use the
term “volume” to describe results, although we acknowledge that
in most cases, these are not true structural volumes.

Regions with significant differences were identified according
to the labeling reported by the authors in each study. Because
studies used different smoothing kernels and defined the medial
temporal regions in different ways, we did not distinguish sub-
areas within the medial temporal region; in particular, the amyg-
dala, entorhinal cortex, and hippocampus were all considered as
part of the medial temporal lobe in this review.

Results

Fifty regions were reported to be reduced in patients with
schizophrenia relative to healthy comparison subjects. Fig-
ure 2 shows the percentages of studies that found reduc-
tions in each of the 50 regions. Two brain regions were
found to be reduced in patients, relative to comparison
subjects, in more than 50% of the studies: the left medial
temporal lobe (nine of 15 studies) and the left superior tem-
poral gyrus (eight of 15 studies). In about 50% of the studies
we reviewed, relative deficits in patients were reported in
the following regions: left inferior frontal gyrus, left medial
frontal gyrus, right superior temporal gyrus, and left para-

Voxel-Based Morphometry Processes Smoothing
Fletcher-Davidson-Powell algorithm (28, 29), affine 4.2 mm full 

width 
at half 
maximum

Average of all brain volumes in study 10 mm

Template made from averaging six images from 
healthy comparison subjects; affine 
transformation (Fletcher-Davidson-Powell 
algorithm)

4.2 mm

SPM 99 template and process used 12 mm, 
then 6 
mm

Customized templates created from normalizing 
images to T1-weighted image and segmenting the 
normalized images

8 mm

Comparison of two types of templates: 
1) T1 statistical parametric mapping generic 
2) Edinburgh High-Risk Study T1 template

8 mm

Study-specific template made by averaging five 
proton-density-weighted images from healthy 
comparison subjects; affine transformation 
(Fletcher-Davidson-Powell algorithm) used

4.2 mm

Template made by averaging images from 200 
healthy comparison subjects; gray matter density 
maps created; each MRI image transformed into a 
standardized coordinate system; the ANIMAL 
algorithm used for linear and then nonlinear 
transformation

4 mm

T1 statistical parametric mapping template, then 
both linear 12-mm norm and nonlinear 
transformations

8 mm

SPM 96 template, normalized linearly with 12-point 
affine

10 mm

SPM 96 gray matter template 8 mm, then 
12 mm

SPM 99 template applied to segmented and 
binarized images

12 mm

Study-specific template of 93 T1 scans, 12-point 
linear affine registration, and nonlinear (7×8×7) 
and bilinear interpolation

12 mm

Study-specific template for each group, Jacobian 
modulation

8 mm

Same as study 8 4 mm
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hippocampal gyrus. In contrast, significant relative deficits
were reported in the following regions in only one of the 15
studies: left inferior parietal lobe, left and right middle tem-
poral gyrus, left middle occipital gyrus, right fusiform gyrus,
right and left posterior cingulate gyrus, right precentral gy-
rus, and left inferior temporal gyrus.

Figure 1 and Figure 2 summarize the findings of all 15
studies. Only three of the 15 studies in this review used a
first-episode patient group; the findings of these studies
are summarized in the last three columns in Figure 1. Of
the regions that were reported to be significantly smaller
in schizophrenia patients in at least six of the 15 studies,

FIGURE 1. Overview of Findings of Reduced Volume of Gray or White Matter in Patients With Schizophrenia in Voxel-Based
Morphometry Studies Published to May 2004

a The following values were used to determine statistical significance: for studies 1 and 7, p<0.005; for study 2, t>5.29; for studies 3, 12, and 9,
p<0.001; for studies 5, 13, 14, 6, and 4, p<0.05; for studies 8 and 15, t>5.00; and for studies 10 and 11, p<0.01.

Caudate nucleus

Subjects studied

Tissue studied

Use of voxel-based
morphometry

Medial temporal lobe

Anterior cingulate gyrus

Posterior cingulate gyrus

Precentral gyrus

Postcentral gyrus

Medial frontal gyrus

Middle frontal gyrus

Interior frontal gyrus

Insula

Fusiform gyrus

Middle occipital gyrus

Parahippocampal gyrus

Thalamus

Cerebellum

Superior temporal gyrus

Inferior temporal gyrus

Middle temporal gyrus

Medial orbital gyrus

Anterior internal capsule

Uncinate fasciculus

Arcuate fasciculus

Rectus gyrus

Inferior parietal lobe

Cuneus (precuneus)

Region significantly reduced in patients

Region reduced in patients (difference approached significance)

Region included but not found different in patients

Region not included in analysis

1

L R L R L R L R L R L R L R L R L R L R L R L R L R L R

2 3 5 7 8, 15 10 11
Study number

(see Table 1)

Hemisphere

12 13 14 6 4 9

Tissue studied: Gray matter White matter Gray matter and white matter

Basis for
significancea

Chronic patients First-episode patientsSubjects studied:

Whole brain Small-volume correction Region of interestUse of voxel-based morphometry:

Voxel Cluster of voxelsBasis for significancea:
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two regions showed a disparity between chronic and first-

episode patients. Reduced left medial frontal gyrus vol-

ume in schizophrenia patients was reported in seven

(64%) of 11 studies of chronic patients and in none of the

three studies of first-episode patients. Reduced right ante-

rior cingulate volume was reported in all three studies of

first-episode patients that included analysis of this region

and in only three (27%) of 11 studies of chronic patients.

In Figure 3 the 50 regions implicated were highlighted

according to the Talairach demon (40) and displayed using

mri3dX (http://www.aston.ac.uk/lhs/research/groups/

nrg/mri3dx). The images are colored according to the per-

centage of studies that reported significant reductions in

patients with schizophrenia (Figure 1 and Figure 2). The

lateral views in Figure 3 show the relative deficits in the su-

perior temporal and inferior frontal cortex, and the coro-

nal and axial views show the relative deficits in the medial

frontal and anterior cingulate cortex and in the medial

temporal lobe.

We focused on the regions that were reported to be sig-

nificantly reduced in patients with schizophrenia in more

than 50% of the studies: the superior temporal gyrus ( Fig-

ure 4, Table 2) and the medial temporal lobe ( Figure 5, Ta-

ble 3). In an analysis of the consistency of the results for

each structure, the coordinate of the significant difference

reported in each study was plotted as a sphere. The size of

the smoothing kernel was used to determine the diameter

of the sphere. For instance, if a study used an 8-mm

smoothing kernel and reported a coordinate in the supe-

rior temporal gyrus, we created a sphere 8 mm in diameter

and plotted it by using the reported coordinate. In Figure 4

and Figure 5, the color scale of the spheres is graded by the

stringency of the statistics used. Dark red signifies papers

with analyses by trend or cluster with no overlap between

coordinates; lighter red signifies papers with analyses by

voxel peak height. The overlap between the results for the

different papers is additive, and areas with greater overlap

are nearer to yellow. The coordinates of each reported sig-

nificant deficit are given for the superior temporal gyrus in

Table 2 and for the medial temporal lobe in Table 3.

The smoothing kernel is an important variable in the

voxel-based morphometry method, and a range of kernel

widths, from 4 mm to 12 mm, was used in these studies.

Figure 6 shows the percentage of studies reporting re-

duced volume in schizophrenia patients in each brain re-

gion, according to whether a small (4–8 mm) or large (10–

12 mm) smoothing kernel was used in the study. This anal-

ysis showed that smaller smoothing kernels were used in a

greater number of studies that reported volume reduc-

tions in small structures such as the medial temporal

lobes, parahippocampal gyrus, thalamus, superior tempo-

ral gyrus, medial frontal gyrus, and anterior cingulate.

Discussion

Summary of Results

We reviewed 15 studies that employed voxel-based mor-
phometry in 14 different cohorts of schizophrenia patients

FIGURE 2. Percentage of Voxel-Based Morphometry Stud-
ies (N=15) With Significant Findings of Volume Deficits in
Specific Brain Regions in Patients With Schizophreniaa

a The total Ns for the percentages do not include studies in which the
specific region was not investigated.
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Left medial orbital gyrus
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Left precentral gyrus
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Right inferior parietal lobe
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and comparison subjects and found that of the 50 regions
for which deficits in volume or density were reported, two
regions were identified in more than 50% of studies: the
left superior temporal gyrus (in 57% of studies) and the left
medial temporal lobe (in 69% of studies). Deficits in nine
regions were reported in only one of the 15 studies. Use of
a smaller smoothing kernel (4–8 mm) tended to yield a
greater number of areas with significant deficits, particu-
larly in the smaller structures.

Methodological Considerations

Methodological differences in implementation of voxel-
based morphometry may explain why some regions were

reported to be reduced in schizophrenia patients in only

one of the studies we reviewed. For example, nine studies

used cluster-level significance in the statistical analyses,

and this method has been reported to cause false positive

results (20). To compare statistical procedures and deter-

mine an effect size, data on peak location, cluster size, and

statistical threshold would be required for each region,

and these data were not reported in every study we re-

viewed. In Figure 4 and Figure 5 we attempted to qualify

these parameters for the superior temporal gyrus and me-

dial temporal lobe in terms of the size (smoothing kernel),

weight (statistical threshold), and location of the spheres.

FIGURE 3. Brain Regions in Which Significant Volume Deficits in Patients With Schizophrenia Were Reported in Voxel-Based
Morphometry Studies (N=15), by Percentage of Studies Reporting the Deficita

a In row A, left and right whole-brain three-dimensional images are overlaid with all regions in which significant volume deficits in patients
with schizophrenia were reported. In row B, a coronal view and an axial three-dimensional image are shown. In row C, axial views are shown.
Figure 2 lists the regions with significant volume deficits and graphically presents the percentages of studies reporting the deficit.
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According to this qualitative representation, no systematic
differences between regions identified with cluster-level
and voxel-level statistics were detected.

In addition, the segmentation method in voxel-based
morphometry requires a clear contrast between the differ-
ent tissue types to avoid indistinguishability in regions
where central gray matter structures have image intensi-
ties that most resemble those of white matter. These re-
gions are particularly likely to show partial volume effects,
which occur when a single voxel contains a mixture of tis-
sue types instead of the assumed single tissue type. These
effects can also arise in white matter regions near the ven-
tricles, where voxels at the interface appear as gray matter.
Patients with schizophrenia are particularly vulnerable to
such partial volume effects because they have a higher
ventricle-to-brain ratio than healthy volunteers (3, 41).

Improvements in voxel-based morphometry have been
reported. Optimized voxel-based morphometry, described
by Good et al. (26), includes use of a study-specific tem-

plate and nonlinear normalization and takes into account
Jacobian determinants. The optimized method involves
the following steps: 1) segmenting the MR images in native
space; 2) “cleaning” the segmented images by removing
nonbrain voxels; 3) estimating normalization parameters
to a normalized, averaged brain matter template; 4) reap-
plying these parameters to the whole-brain MR images; 5)
segmenting the normalized image; and 6) cleaning the
normalized brain matter image again (36). These steps are
followed by the optional reintegration of the volume
changes that occurred during nonlinear normalization by
modulation with the Jacobian determinant of the deforma-
tion matrix, allowing for the evaluation of gray matter vol-
ume (in contrast to density) changes. Four studies in this
review used this optimized method (22, 23, 31, 42).

The level of sensitivity of voxel-based morphometry, as
well as its validation with region of interest analysis, has yet
to be fully determined (18, 43). However, in a growing
number of studies, voxel-based morphometry was vali-

FIGURE 4. Location of Voxel-Based Morphometry Findings of Significant Volume Deficits in the Superior Temporal Gyrus in
Patients With Schizophreniaa

a The location (Talairach coordinates) of the significant difference reported in each study was plotted as a sphere. (The coordinates of each re-
ported significant deficit are given in Table 2.) The size of the smoothing kernel used in the study was used to determine the diameter of the
sphere. The top images are left and right three-dimensional images, respectively; the bottom left image is a coronal view, and the bottom
right image is an axial view. The color scale depicts the stringency of the statistics used in the studies. Dark red signifies papers with analyses
by trend or cluster with no overlap between coordinates; lighter red signifies papers with analyses by voxel peak height. The overlap between
the results for the different papers is additive, and areas with greater overlap are nearer to yellow.
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RightLeft

Voxel peak
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dated by region of interest analysis (18, 44–48). Keller et al.
(47) demonstrated methodological consistency between
automated voxel-based morphometry and manual analy-
sis of hippocampal volume in patients with temporal lobe
epilepsy. In addition, Kubicki et al. (18) replicated a previ-
ous region of interest finding (in the same cohort) of
smaller gray matter volume in the left posterior superior
temporal gyrus in schizophrenia patients, relative to
healthy comparison subjects and affective psychosis pa-
tients, as well as less density in the left medial temporal
lobe in patients with schizophrenia (49). In some cases,
voxel-based morphometry is less sensitive than region of
interest methods (48), but sensitivity can be increased by
using a small smoothing kernel and a small-volume cor-
rection, as well as a study-specific template (32).

Wilke et al. (50) sought to substantiate voxel-based
morphometry by systematically determining the best
combination of processing parameters for examination of
malformations in cortical development, based on recom-
mendations related to the optimized processing method
(26). Wilke et al. used 99 permutations of normalization
procedures and smoothing kernels, as well as density ver-
sus volume measurements, to compare 20 patients with
known cortical malformation to 53 healthy age- and gen-
der-matched comparison subjects. The results that most
accurately matched the known cortical malformations
were obtained with an affine-only approach and a 6-mm
smoothing kernel. According to the matched filter theo-
rem, the width of the smoothing kernel determines the
scale at which morphological changes are most sensitively
detected (51). The studies we reviewed used a wide range
of smoothing kernels, as reported in the last column of
Table 1. Figure 6 displays the study findings in terms of the
size of the smoothing kernel used by each study. Among
the most consistently reported abnormalities, medial
temporal lobe abnormalities were more often reported in
studies that used a smaller smoothing kernel. Superior
temporal gyrus abnormalities were reported equally as
often in studies that used large smoothing kernels and in
those that used small smoothing kernels. Therefore, as the

findings of Wilke et al. suggested, this variable should be
chosen by using a hypothesis-driven approach for a spe-
cific region of interest, and it should be noted that use of a
small smoothing kernel can possibly lead to false positive
results in studies of schizophrenia patients.

Medial Temporal Lobe Findings

Left medial temporal lobe deficits in patients with
schizophrenia, relative to comparison subjects, were
found in nine of 13 studies, and right medial temporal
lobe deficits in patients were reported in only three of 13
studies. (The remaining studies examined white matter
only.) Our definition of the medial temporal lobe did not
include the parahippocampal gyrus, which was reported
to be relatively smaller in the left hemisphere in schizo-
phrenia patients in seven of the 15 studies and relatively
smaller in the right hemisphere in three of the 15 studies.
This finding of a lateralized deficit in brain matter sup-
ports previous suggestions of less hemispheric domi-
nance in brains of patients with schizophrenia (52).

Changes in brain density or volume in the limbic region
in patients with schizophrenia have been reported for sev-
eral years (7, 14, 19, 53–55). In a meta-analysis of 58 region
of interest studies, in which a volume of 100% in the com-
parison group was assumed, patients with schizophrenia
were found to have an overall volume of 94% in the left and
right amygdala, 94% in the left hippocampus/amygdala,
95% in the right hippocampus/amygdala, and 93% in the
left and 95% in the right parahippocampus (7). The major-
ity of voxel-based morphometry studies reviewed here re-
ported volume deficits in similar areas, including the left
amygdala, left hippocampus, and left parahippocampal
gyrus. Some postmortem studies agree with these imaging
findings (55–58), although others found no volume
changes in patients with schizophrenia (12, 59, 60). Several
postmortem studies suggested that researchers who have
reported volume deficits in the amygdala and hippocam-
pus may actually have misinterpreted volume changes in
the parahippocampal gyrus, because the boundaries of the
hippocampus and amygdala are difficult to determine (61–

TABLE 2. Summary of Significant Findings of Reduced Volume of the Superior Temporal Gyrus in Schizophrenia in Voxel-
Based Morphometry Studies Published to May 2004

Study 
Number Study

Peak Coordinates
Smooth-

ing Kernel 
Size (mm) Statistical Analysis Used

Left Right

x y z x y z
1 Marcelis et al., 2003 (22) 4.8 18.6 6.6 4.2 Cluster
3 Sigmundsson et al., 2001 (24) –29 –6 –26 4.2 Cluster
4 Kubicki et al., 2002 (18) –18 –39 1 6 Cluster
6 Job et al., 2002 (32)a –13.86 –0.84 –16.78 23.76 –5.14 –25 8 Voxel peak height

21.78 –6.9 –21.5 8 Voxel peak height
7 Shapleske et al., 2002 (23) –20 –8 –156 17 –2 –25 4.2 Cluster
8 Hulshoff Pol et al., 2001 (21) –15 –9 –15 4 Cluster

–17 –26 –11 4 Cluster
9 Salgado-Pineda et al., 2003 (33) –32 –20 –16 8 Cluster
11 Wright et al., 1999 (31) –18 –6 –12 24 –12 –12 12 Trend; voxel peak height
13 Moorhead et al., 2004 (33) –27 2 –17 12 Voxel peak height

–21 –24 –9 12 Voxel peak height
a The authors used a small-volume correction on the data for the temporal lobe.
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63). In imaging research, the limbic regions could be sus-
ceptible to partial volume effects in the adjacent temporal
or inferior horns of the lateral ventricles, as discussed pre-
viously. Nevertheless, the overall consistency of the MRI

findings, including the findings of the automated voxel-
based morphometry studies, implicates the limbic regions
in schizophrenia. Future voxel-based morphometry re-
search should use a small smoothing kernel, small-volume

FIGURE 5. Location of Voxel-Based Morphometry Findings of Significant Volume Deficits in the Medial Temporal Lobe
(Including the Amygdala and Hippocampus) in Patients With Schizophreniaa

a The location (Talairach coordinates) of the significant difference reported in each study was plotted as a sphere. (The coordinates of each re-
ported significant deficit are given in Table 3.) The size of the smoothing kernel used in the study was used to determine the diameter of the
sphere. The top images are left and right three-dimensional images, respectively; the bottom left image is a coronal view, and the bottom
right image is an axial view. The color scale depicts the stringency of the statistics used in the studies. Dark red signifies papers with analyses
by trend or cluster with no overlap between coordinates; lighter red signifies papers with analyses by voxel peak height. The overlap between
the results for the different papers is additive, and areas with greater overlap are nearer to yellow.

TABLE 3. Summary of Significant Findings of Reduced Volume of the Medial Temporal Lobe in Schizophrenia in Voxel-
Based Morphometry Studies Published to May 2004

Study 
Number Study

Peak Coordinates
Smoothing 
Kernel Size 

(mm)
Statistical 

Analysis Used

Left Right

x y z x y z
2 Spalletta et al., 2003 (25) –55 –24 8 60 –18 9 10 Voxel peak height
3 Sigmundsson et al., 2001 (24) –38 –4 –7 4.2 Cluster
4 Kubicki et al., 2002 (18) –60 –28 –11 61 –12 10 6 Cluster
6 Job et al., 2002 (32) –45, 54 –0.42 –8.39 55.44 –22.98 6.68 8 Voxel peak height
7 Shapleske et al., 2002 (23) –42 –3 8 4.2 Cluster
8 Hulshoff Pol et al., 2001 (21) –39 17 –17 37 19 –19 4 Cluster
12 Wilke et al., 2001 (36) –65 –7 6 59 7 –9 12 Cluster

51 14 –23 12 Cluster
59 6 –5 12 Cluster

13 Moorhead et al., 2004 (37)a –62 –3 0 60 –4 5 12 Voxel peak height
45 4 –9 12 Voxel peak height
58 –25 0 12 Voxel peak height
50 –38 –18 12 Voxel peak height

a The authors used a small-volume correction on the data for the amygdala and hippocampus.

Left

Medial Temporal Lobe

Right

Voxel peak
height statistics
and/or overlap
between
coordinates

Trend or cluster
statistics and
no overlap
between
coordinates
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corrections, careful segmentation, and validation with re-
gion of interest analysis to further clarify these limbic re-
gion findings.

Superior Temporal Gyrus Findings

Reduced superior temporal gyrus volume in schizo-
phrenia patients was the most frequent bilateral finding
across the 15 studies; 57% of studies found this deficit in
the left hemisphere, and 50% found it in the right hemi-
sphere. This finding is supported by reports of reduced
volumes of temporal lobe structures in recent MRI and
postmortem investigations in the anterior (64–66), poste-
rior (49, 67, 68), and total area of the superior temporal gy-
rus (69, 70). Other groups have not found morphological
abnormalities in the superior temporal gyrus in schizo-
phrenia (71, 72). In some studies, the deficit is reported to
be lateralized to the left (64, 66, 68, 69, 73), but in other
studies, the difference is bilateral (49, 65, 70, 71). In one
study, the volume deficit in the planum temporale was bi-
lateral, and there was loss of asymmetry of the surface area
(67). In addition, two reviews (4, 6) reported superior tem-
poral gyrus abnormalities in 67%–81% of studies (when
the analysis was not restricted to gray matter), compared
with the 50%–57% reported here, suggesting that the sen-
sitivity of voxel-based morphometry may not be equiva-
lent to that of region of interest studies.

The range of peak superior temporal gyrus coordinates
reported by the studies included in this review is shown in
Table 2. The locations of these coordinates include areas of
the left arcuate fasciculus (24), Heschl’s gyrus (18), unci-
nate fasciculus (23, 36), Brodmann’s area 21 (37), and Brod-
mann’s area 22 (22, 23, 35). In the right hemisphere, the co-
ordinates are located in the right arcuate fasciculus (24),
primary auditory cortex (18), Brodmann’s area 38 (35, 37),
Brodmann’s area 22 (36, 37), and Brodmann’s area 41 (31).
The variety of volume deficits across the region should be
considered in light of the known morphology of the supe-
rior temporal gyrus: not only is it subdivided both structur-
ally and functionally, but it also has potentially varying and
abundant connections with the parietal, prefrontal, and
superior temporal regions. These connections have been
defined by tracer projections in rhesus monkeys (73).

Morphometric abnormalities in this region have been
linked to symptom type and severity. For instance, Barta et
al. (65) found a significant correlation between the sever-
ity of auditory hallucinations and volume deficits in the
left superior temporal gyrus. Kim et al. (74) found that ab-
normalities of the anterior and posterior regional matter
in the superior temporal gyrus were associated with psy-
chotic and negative symptoms, depending on the side of
the brain in which the abnormalities occurred. In addition
to comparing voxel-based morphometry results for pa-
tients and healthy subjects, Shapleske et al. (23) compared
results for patients with and without a history of verbal au-
ditory hallucinations. They found that patients with a his-
tory of hallucinations had volume deficits in the left insula
and adjacent temporal lobe. These studies demonstrated
that more specific morphological abnormalities can be il-
luminated in schizophrenia when patients are grouped
according to specific prominent symptoms. Future voxel-

FIGURE 6. Percentage of Voxel-Based Morphometry Studies
(N=15) With Significant Findings of Volume Deficits in
Specific Brain Regions in Patients With Schizophrenia, by
Size of the Smoothing Kernel Used in the Studya

a The total Ns for the percentages do not include studies in which the
specific region was not investigated. Two studies by Hulshoff Pol et
al. (21, 39) (study 8 and study 15 in Table 1) were considered as one
study in the calculation of percentages.
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based morphometry studies should take this approach to
reduce patient heterogeneity and further delineate the
functional deficits associated with morphological abnor-
malities in the superior temporal gyri.

Conclusions

We reviewed 15 studies that used voxel-based morphom-
etry to identify structural abnormalities in the brains of pa-
tients with schizophrenia. Of the 50 regions investigated, the
areas reported to be significantly reduced in schizophrenia
patients in more than 50% of the studies were the left supe-
rior temporal gyrus and the left medial temporal lobe. Fifty
percent of the studies reported volumetric decreases in the
left parahippocampal gyrus, right superior temporal gyrus,
left inferior frontal gyrus, and left medial frontal gyrus.

It is interesting to note that at least 31% of the studies
did not find volume deficits in the left medial temporal
lobe. Several explanations could account for this result.
First, the methods varied considerably between studies.
The most critical factor may be the size of the smoothing
kernel. We found that the discriminatory power for detect-
ing changes in small areas was lower with smoothing ker-
nels of greater width. A second factor is heterogeneity of
the disease process. Voxel-based morphometry produces
clearer results in studies where the patient group has been
carefully chosen to be homogeneous. For example, Krams
et al. (75) studied patients with mirror movements due to
Kallmann’s syndrome, Abell et al. (76) studied a group of
subjects with Asperger’s syndrome who were selected on
the basis of their performance on tests of theory of mind,
and Watkins et al. (77) studied members of a four-genera-
tion family with an inherited speech disorder whose re-
sults on tests of speech had no overlap with the results for
nonaffected members of the family. Thus, it is likely that
more consistent abnormalities in schizophrenia would be
reported if voxel-based morphometry were applied to
clearly defined patient groups characterized by symptom
profile, age, and disease duration.
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